
As a training provider, you want to offer a seamless experience to your learner. 
Both offline and online and from start to finish. So all your tools and software 
packages need to talk to each other. Including aNewSpring. But what if the 
integration you’re looking for isn’t available yet?

If you want to, you can build your own integration using the aNewSpring API. But that’s quite a 

hassle. So if you’d rather not, that’s no problem at all! With the aNewSpring Integration Service we 

connect our platform to other systems you use.

INTEGRATION 
MADE EASY!
With the integration service from aNewSpring

IT WORKS LIKE THIS
The simple version: you tell us 

which system you want to link 

aNewSpring to and who we should 

contact for technical questions.

Together we determine what 

wishes and requirements the 

connection should meet. We 

arrange the rest and take you 

through a successful integration 

step by step. 

Voila!

https://support.anewspring.com/en/articles/70410-api-inleiding


THIS IS HOW YOU START
If you also want your own connection or if you are looking for more  

information then your regular contact at aNewSpring will assist you.  

Or email sales@anewspring.com or call +3110 310 3100.

No hassle - aNewSpring takes care of creating  
the connection and the maintenance.

Live faster - we know our own platform like the  
back of our hand. And that saves time! 

The best result - we know exactly what is possible,  
so we get the most out of the link.

“ We chose aNewSpring’s integration service because we didn’t have any 
knowledge of creating an interface ourselves. .  
 
Within no time they had it done and we received a short explanation of how it works 
so we could get started. It was really great how smoothly the process went and how 
much work this connection saves us.”

  EVA SPEKMAN, COÖRDINATOR QUALITY SYSTEM, MBT THE NETHERLANDS

THE BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
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